
 

Engineering surgery for children

February 12 2016

What better way to celebrate Valentine's Day than help save a child's
heart? That's what Vittoria Flamini, an industry assistant professor in
Tandon's Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, has in
mind.

Children born with a certain congenital heart defect often need a
percutaneous pulmonary valve surgically inserted when they are 10 to 15
years old. Flamini has developed computer simulations to determine if
that surgery will be successful and if the necessary valve will fit in the
individual's heart—before the surgery takes place.

"To make it simple, it's like buying jeans," Flamini says. "You need to
try them on to see if they are going to fit." Similarly, the valve might or
might not fit—something surgeons would like to know before they
perform the procedure.

The computer simulation project, a collaboration between Flamini and
Puneet Bhatla, M.D., in the NYU Langone School of Medicine
Department of Pediatrics, began in the summer of 2014 when Bhatla and
others from Langone visited Tandon to talk about various biomedical
challenges.

"We were already collaborating on some other heart disease problems,
all involving simulations and biomechanics," Flamini says. "They came
with problems, and we worked together on solutions." The simulation
involves Dr. Flamini manipulating images of the patient's heart sent over
by the medical team, a complex process that takes at least a day.
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Since Dr. Flamini has a degree in biomedical engineering, she enjoys the
process, noting that many surgeons have science or engineering
backgrounds. "It seems like two very separate worlds but physicians are
often very interested in technology. They can understand my language,"
she says. "A lot of medicine involves technology and innovation, and the
drivers of medical technology are physicians, because they are interested
in solutions to the problems they are faced with. It's great to work with
them—they're so encouraging of technologies that are useful to them."

While still in the testing stage, Dr. Flamini hopes the methodology that
could spare kids from unnecessary surgery will be ready for rollout in as
little as a year, depending on funding. Although this simulation is for a
very specific cohort, she expects that eventually it will be used for other
types of surgeries.

Preliminary results of this project were supported by funding from the
KiDS of NYU Foundation. Founded in 1991, KiDS of NYU is an
organization of parents, physicians, and friends who support children's
services at NYU Langone Medical Center through philanthropy,
community service and advocacy.
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